Hairy Tales & Other Stories
The twelve little girls in two straight lines have a yet another new adventure in this sequel
as they meet their new neighbor: a mischievous boy who likes to wear a flying animal as
headgear.
The citizens of Boston help a family of waterfowl by cutting straw for the baby birds.
The Big Bad Wolf tries to blow down a campsite, where the tents are held up by a trio of
small stakes made of straw, wood, and brick.
A third son is disappointed in his inheritance: a cat. But the cat soon proves his worth and
earns the son a fortune by winning a series of boxing matches against a shape-changing
ogre.
A little rabbit wishes the objects in and around his room sweet dreams, including the titular
Mafioso heavy.
The bear with very little brains is back in a new set of stories, this time meeting a new tiny
friend who keeps biting him on the scalp.
A Star Wars heroine has an adventure of a more lupine nature as she travels through a
forest on a quest to find her Grandma.
A father and daughter go searching for birds (that, by tradition, are considered wise), not
at night, but just because they feel like it.
A strange feline who walks around wearing a red and white striped cabin brings wonder
and chaos to a pair of bored siblings.
The story of physicians doing many things, such as going up and down, sleeping and
getting up, driving around, and finally climbing a giant tree to have a party. A subplot of
one M.D. trying to get another to appreciate her many hats is also included.
A bunny in a blue jacket takes possession of Mr. McGregor's favorite new dark leafy
green food fad.
A gorgeous young woman is taken prisoner in a magical fireworks warehouse. After many
months of captivity, she breaks the spell cursing the place by falling in love with its
pyrotechnics.
A poor cordwainer has nothing left but one last pair of shoes and some scraps of leather,
yet he gives the shoes away to someone needy. The King of Rock and Roll secretly visits
the cordwainer that night and magically rewards him.
A young lady is rescued from an evil Prince (and his six-fingered henchman) by Deli Man
Roberts, who is famous for his special pickle recipe.
A blonde protagonist finds three machines, one with a cog that's too big, one that's too
small, and one that is just right.

